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CHENANGO COUNTY BOARD OF ELECTIONS 

COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING 
NORWICH, NEW YORK 13815 

 
MARY LOU A. MONAHAN     TELEPHONE:  607-337-1764 
CAROL A. FRANKLIN                 607-337-1765 
 
To: Chairman, Chenango County Board of Supervisors 
 Members, Chenango County Safety and Rules Committee 
 Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 
 
In accordance with New York State Election Law §3-212-4, the Chenango County Board of Elections 
herewith submits their Annual Report for the year 2016. 
 
The processing of all records was completed in preparation for printing the county registration and 
enrollment information, which other agencies use.  Under New York State Election Law §5-612, 
registration records must be available for village, school, special, and fire district elections. 
 
Certified copies of the registration and enrollment data as well as supplements are provided upon 
request to the New York State Board of Elections.  In addition, an enrollment book or CD is provided to 
the New York State Chairman of each political party recognized in the state, and to the Chairman of the 
political parties organized within Chenango County when requested.  Additional copies of the 
enrollment information are available in print form for a fee to candidates, political committees and 
other interested parties.  With the additional option of generating this information electronically, it can 
be provided free of charge via email after the requesting party completes a written request or FOIL 
(Freedom of Information Law) form that is kept on file in our office. 
 
      STAFF  
In 2016, the Chenango County Board of Elections underwent staffing changes which resulted in the 
hiring of two new employees in August.  Tina Oliviero was appointed as the Republican Deputy 
Commissioner, while Elyse Davis was appointed as Republican Senior Elections Clerk.  Carly Hendricks 
continues as Democratic Deputy Commissioner, while Lisa Mody continues as Democratic Senior 
Elections Clerk in the fully staffed CCBOE. 
 
With 2016 being a Presidential Election Year, all activities involving the voting public seemed to be 
heightened even before the Presidential Primary in April.  This continued through the Federal Primary 
Election in June, and carried through well past the Presidential Election in November.  As half of our 
support staff was new in August, our seasoned support staff deserves great credit for integration and 
education which enabled the newly hired to be productive team members.  Having new staff ask 
questions and make suggestions enables us to stay current and focused on the never-ending quest to 
improve efficiency at the poll site as well as the office, which means a greater degree of accuracy and 
timeliness.   
 
A plan to identify and reach out to the newly age-eligible voter and millennial voter in an attempt to 
encourage them to register, participate, and vote in the election process has taken shape.  After 
participating in a BOCES county-wide meeting in March and being provided with contact names, we 
were successful in making inroads at area schools.  Our presence in the schools lends to a proactive 
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approach as opposed to being reactive in hopes of receiving registration forms from schools.  As a 
greater emphasis is being placed on civics in schools, we were able to dovetail with that requirement by 
having a presence in classes as well as open houses.  As there is great growth opportunity in this area, 
our efforts will be expanded in 2017 to participate with even more schools.  Although we cannot 
mandate our presence in schools, we hope our renewed efforts to register all of the soon-to-be-turning-
18 eligible voters will end the disappointment when a first-time voter presents at the polling site only to 
learn that his or her teacher never turned in the registration form filled out in class when they were still 
in school.  
 
Our staff continues to utilize vendor-contracted software to produce printer-ready ballots for each 
elections.  Test decking is the time-consuming but vital process of feeding test ballots through the voting 
machines.  These ballots have been marked in a multitude of combinations to ensure the voting 
machines tabulate ballots properly.     
 
The previous year, one of our newer poll workers suggested a more concise and user-friendly system for 
the many forms that have to be readily available on Election Day.  With this different point of view, we 
were able to fine tune this suggestion with the result being overwhelmingly positive feedback from our 
poll workers.   Having centralized organization of supplies saves the poll worker which in turn time saves 
this office time, and results in saving the voter time.  Emphasis continues to be placed on poll workers 
calling us in the office with any interpretative situation they might encounter, as we are there to support 
them.  Our degree of success increases with each election, but it is an ongoing process of which 100% 
compliance will remain a lofty goal. 
 
As a result of outlawing the use of lever voting machines that took effect 12/31/2015, 2016 was the first 
year for the CCBOE to conduct school board elections.  Multiple meetings were held with surrounding 
school districts with Norwich, Sherburne-Earlville, and Unadilla Valley Schools opting to have the BOE 
provide the equipment for their elections.  It was a learning process for both this office and the schools, 
but with ample preparation and open communication, the elections were successfully conducted.  It is 
anticipated that these three schools will once again request our voting equipment, with the possible 
addition of Oxford. 
 
The voter registration card scanning project at long last became a reality in early 2016 thanks to our IT 
department and staff input.  The detailed process of scanning of these aged voter registration cards will 
take a great deal of time, but once it is complete, these paper documents can be destroyed and the 
project completed.   
 
Our technology-infused annual certification training of our poll workers including Power Point and Excel 
presentations and handouts has proven to be a much more comprehensive means to update and 
educate existing and new poll workers.  Through feedback we know that poll workers reference the 
training material on the CCBOE website both before and after class as an informational resource.    A 
goal for 2017 is to create a means of electronic communication with the poll workers so as to have more 
contact with them to cultivate the employer/employee relationship throughout the year. 
 
The CCBOE Facebook page continues to be an informational vehicle embraced by many.   Staff updates 
important information regarding deadlines concerning registration and voting, as well as other news the 
CCBOE wishes to relay.  The area newspapers and lone radio station continue to support requests for 
publication and broadcast of pertinent election topics. 
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After each election, critique is provided to each polling site team regarding what they are doing correctly 
during an election, and what can be improved upon.  This feedback is based on what poll workers do 
and how well they do it, and what needs to be corrected or improved upon.  How the voting night 
materials are returned on Election Night is a direct link to how efficiently the CCBOE can process that 
evening’s election results.  This is vital in being able to provide voting machine memory cards to our IT 
Department so they can in turn be tabulated and posted by the NYSBOE-imposed deadline of 10 PM.  If 
the election bags and paperwork come back askew from the polling sites, the additional work the BOE 
staff has to do off-site at our machine storage area, commonly called the cage, is increased 
exponentially.   
 
Additionally, the CCBOE publishes semi-annual newsletters for the poll workers which is comprised of 
articles authored by the staff to further inform and educate.  Poll workers continue to provide 
overwhelming positive feedback on both election night feedback and the newsletter.  The relationship 
with poll workers is very unusual in that the number of elections can be as few as two and as many as 
four in any given year.  Outside of that and the annual certification they must all undergo, the CCBOE 
had minimal interaction with poll workers which translated into how seriously – or not – they took their 
duties on Election Day while representing the this office at the poll site.  The steps taken are bridging 
that gap, and we are constantly looking for ways to build upon that foundation, as well as always 
recruiting new poll workers.  We have a few poll workers who shared shifts, which in turn has gotten the 
attention of other poll workers interested in this option.  The goal is to increase the numbers in the poll 
worker pool to expand this thereby making this role more appealing to new recruits in lieu of a 17-hour 
General Election Day. 
 
The BOE continues to enjoy an excellent relationship with Sheriff Cutting and his transportation staff to 
execute timely and efficient delivery of our voting machines for political and school elections.  Our 
bipartisan team of machine transporters are shuttled by a deputy-driven Sheriff Department’s truck.  As 
this was the second year of using the truck, further steps have been taken to “tweak” what was already 
a very well-thought-out procedure to result in a worry-free experience of the CCBOE.  The CCBOE is 
eternally grateful to the Sheriff and his staff for offering this solution of transporting machines that had 
previously been a very fragmented, frustrated, and costly endeavor. 
 
With 2016 being a Presidential Election Year, a greater voter turnout approaching 75% kept the office 
processing a multitude of registrations, name and address changes, and answering many questions from 
voters.  Although problems at the polling sites throughout the county were few, thanks to the staff’s 
efforts taken to ensure this, any problems that did arise were minimally and easily addressed.   
Each year is a stepping stone to grow and evolve to ensure the exhaustive preparation for each election 
is as streamlined as possible.  The BOE also assures that each candidate and voter receives accurate, 
timely information and is treated in a professional manner.  Although the CCBOE is a bipartisan office 
and all duties of the office are bipartisan, we pull together as one cohesive unit to carry out the 
responsibilities we are charged with, and thereby protect one of the most fundamental rights in America 
– THE RIGHT TO VOTE. 
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ACTIVITIES OF THE BOARD OF ELECTIONS DURING THE YEAR 2016 
 
REGISTRATIONS AND ENROLLMENT 
 
The total number of registered voters in Chenango County on April 1, 2016, was 28,245.  By       
November 2, 2016, that number increased by 192 going into the General Election with a total of 28,437 
potential voters.  These totals include inactive voters who are coded as such if their registration is in 
question, which, in turn, notices are sent out to make them aware of the need for updated information 
before they can vote in the next election.  If they reply and supply the necessary information, their 
registration is updated and they are then activated.  However, if they fail to respond or do not provide 
the requested information, they remain categorized as inactive.  If they then present themselves at their 
polling site to vote on Election Day, they are considered to be a special situation.  A poll worker must call 
the BOE to receive approval, if warranted, to issue an affidavit ballot to the inactive voter.  The affidavit 
ballot is then documented during the post-election tabulations, and the voter becomes active again for 
future elections.  As a final scenario, if an inactive voter does not respond to the notice informing them 
of their inactive status, they will be purged from our voter database after failing to vote in two Federal 
Elections. 
 
National Change of Address (NCOA) 
 
In 2016, a file of all enrolled voters in Chenango County was emailed to the New York State Board of 
Elections.  Upon receipt, they in turn forward this file to a licensed USPS vendor to process the data file.  
The vendor matches and updates the latest address the post office has for each person’s name in the 
file.  Several months later, the processed information is then returned to the CCBOE, and the 
information is transferred to the Board’s computer system. 
 
Qualifying this list to ensure that the information is processed appropriately is a labor-intensive, but 
necessary task.   Printouts categorize voters into the following categories:  Family, Individual, and          
No Forwarding Address.  Every voter listed on the printout is verified against CCBOE information, which 
ensures that the most current information is entered into our database.  We also double-check all listed 
voters with an address that may be out-of-county moves to be sure that they are indeed out of county.  
The same is done for in-county moves, and this information at times needs to be updated as well.  This 
intermediate step must be completed before the next phase of the process can be initiated.  Upon 
completion, all of the most updated NCOA information is loaded into our voter database software.  On 
May 23rd, 2016, 1,138 confirmation notices and 1,287 transfer notices were mailed as a result of NCOA 
information.  
 
Help America Vote Act (HAVA) Identification Check 
 
To satisfy the HAVA reporting requirement of providing identification when registering to vote, the 
CCBOE continues to electronically transmit to the SBOE a list of new registrants who were processed.  
Forms of acceptable identification are either a valid driver’s license or non-driver identification number, 
or the last four digits of the applicant’s Social Security Number.  Utilizing this information that we 
supply, the SBOE can then cross reference with their database to identify any matches.  The CCBOE first 
queries our database to ascertain whether or not the applicant wishing to register in our county is an 
active voter in another county.  Registrants who fail to provide acceptable identification prior to a            
General Election and present themselves to their polling site are asked by the poll worker to provide the 
missing identification information.   If unable to do so, the voter is then provided with an Affidavit Ballot 
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on which to cast their vote.  361 voters were flagged as being required to provide identification at the 
polling site for the 2016 General Election.  Of these 361 voters, 21 presented at the poll site to vote.   
Once the identification requirement has been satisfied and the voter has voted, they will not be asked to 
provide identification again in the future. 
 
 
 
Check of Registrants 
 
New York State Election Law (Section 4-117) requires an address check of every registered voter except 
those registered as military or permanently disabled in the county to be made by mail, and this is 
accomplished by the process called Mail Check.  During the week of July 18th 25, 786 Mail Check cards 
were mailed to all active registered voters in Chenango County.  We continue to use the special mailing 
permit; however, some issues presented themselves this year.  Thankfully, the post office reached out 
ahead of time and we were able to use them as a resource.  In 2017, the format of the cards with be 
reviewed not only with the voting software vendor who prints them, but the post office as well.  This 
should address the issues encountered and continue to be more cost effective.  In 2016 1,010 cards 
were returned as undeliverable.  The mail check indicated that       239 voters moved within the county, 
and 187 voters moved outside of the county but remained in     New York State.  A total of 352 cards 
were undelivered for multiple reasons identified by the post office.  We had 228 miscellaneous returns.  
There were 4 cards returned marked as Deceased.   
 
Reports of Change of Voter Status 
 
The NYSVoter database is a tool used to determine if someone is registered in another county, listed as 
a felon through the court system, or listed on the death records with the New York State Department of 
Health.  Having this most current information in a timely manner ensures our records are up to date, 
and also eliminates having to wait for the various departments to notify us.  Additionally, reports of 
deaths are received from town clerks, and area newspapers and funeral home websites are monitored 
for this information as well, which enables us to purge deceased voters from the NYSVoter database.  In 
2016, a total of 2,552 voters were purged from the system as a result of these various sources of 
information. 
  
Other Activities of the Board of Elections 

The Board of Elections continues to host students from the New Vision Law Class along with their 
instructor immediately before the General Election.  We offer the students a chance to see how we 
register voters, process absentee applications, operate the voting machines, as well as encouraging any 
age-eligible students to register to vote. 

As the interest level in having us present has increased in multiple school districts, we will continue to 
cultivate those relationships to keep the relationship active, and continue to try to make gains in those 
schools that have not realized the benefit we can offer to their students and curriculum. 
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1. Voting Machine Technicians 

 
Since 2008 we have contracted with the same two individuals to act as our Voting Machine 
Technicians.  These technicians work on an as-needed basis, and their duties include testing 
each voting machine, conducting annual maintenance and associated reports, burning ibuttons 
and memory cards, as well as preparing the voting machines for each election.  These 
technicians use vacation time from their full-time jobs, as well as work on weekends to maintain 
the machines and to ensure they are ready for each election. 
 

2. Election Inspectors 
 
We appointed 181 Inspectors in 2016 which is an increase from 2015.  We held a total of 16 poll 
worker training classes, and all classes lasted between 2 ½ and 3 hours.  Inspectors were paid 
$25.00 to attend the mandatory annual recertification class.  
 
Recruitment of new inspectors continues to be a challenge.  Each year brings the resignations of 
longstanding, elderly poll workers either voluntarily or by request.  Word-of-mouth referrals 
from our current poll workers seem to be the best source for adding to our ranks.  However, we 
have also found success with other sources:  those who inquire on Election Day at the poll site, 
those who check the box on mail registrations, and those who respond upon receiving the 
annual mail check cards are sent each year. 
 
Satellite training locations were once again successfully used in 2016, with supervisors offering 
up their town halls in which to conduct the training classes.  This is greatly appreciated by the 
CCBOE, and we this has been a further cost-cutting measure.   
 
Two classes each were held in Greene and Guilford, while one class was held in Smyrna.  The 
balance of classes were held in the Board of Supervisors conference room here at the County 
Office Building.  This is our third year of conducting training classes in regional areas, and it 
works very well for both the poll workers and our office.  We will continue this practice, and will 
rotate the locations between town halls annually. 
 
Some of our current poll workers have provided input on how to improve the Election Day 
experience.  This feedback is discussed at training, and it is not unusual to receive phone calls 
from poll workers with ideas for improvement.  Some poll workers use the memo forms that are 
included in the election supply bags with notations regarding situations that occurred on 
Election Day while the experience is fresh in their minds, and how to improve upon them.  All of 
these sources of information are digested and responded to, which has led to many 
improvements, and also feedback to poll workers whose suggestions cannot be incorporated. 
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Polling Sites 

We have 31 Election Districts and 27 Polling Sites.  New poll site locations or upgrades to existing poll 
sites are surveyed to ensure HAVA compliance requirements are adhered to.  This year we had to notify 
registered voters in two towns of their respective poll site change of location for two different reasons. 

Afton residents reported to their new polling site location at the newly purchased and remodeled Afton 
Town Hall.  This new site has made voting machine delivery and pickup and much smoother process, and 
there is ample room for an election to be conducted.   

Bainbridge residents were at long last were able to vote at a polling site that more closely satisfies the 
HAVA requirements that have to be met by Election Law.  The Bainbridge Town Hall had served as the 
polling site due to any other suitable sites being available; however, it did not meet several of the HAVA 
requirements.  This year, the polling site was relocated to a more suitable location at the Bainbridge 
Historical Society.   Although this change was a plus for the Board of Elections in terms of HAVA 
compliance and safer voting machine delivery and pickup, we unfortunately experienced a substantial 
amount of backlash from residents after the news was communicated through the mail check card and 
word of mouth.  Negative feedback is still being received, which staff allows the voter to vent their 
frustration, but ends with the certainty that the poll site will remain at this location for at least five 
years.  That length of time was advised by Chenango County Attorney Alan Gordon in the licensing 
agreement entered into with the Bainbridge Historical Society. 

The majority of polling sites are assigned one machine for voters with the exception of Greene, Town of 
Norwich, Oxford, and Sherburne, which are each assigned two machines.  In the City of Norwich, six 
machines are assigned for the General Election in one centralized location.  To reduce costs for     
Primary Elections, which historically have a low turnout, the number of machines as well as poll workers 
is pared back as sanctioned by the State Board of Elections, but the election is still conducted in an 
appropriate and legal manner.   

In making preparations for the anticipated large number of voters for the General Election, additional 
coordinators were placed at larger polling sites to assist with voters being directed to their appropriate 
district.  At those same sites, a voter not appearing in the poll book can be referred to the              
“Special Situation Table”.  By establishing this table on a trial basis in two polling site, immediate 
benefits were realized.  The Special Situation Table has now been expanded to all large polling sites for 
General Elections and others if deemed appropriate.  By having a location where  voter “problems” can 
be addressed, those voters who are in the poll book are not held up and are able to carry out their 
voting duty in a timely manner.  Conversely, those voters with an issue are also handled in a much more 
efficient manner.  Only experienced and proven bipartisan poll workers staff the Special Situation Table 
and receive additional training for this specialized function. 

Village Elections 

The majority of Village Elections in Chenango County are conducted by Village personnel in March, with 
the exception of the Oxford Village Election held in June.  This office conducts that election, however 
communication was made with the mayor to modify this as the costs associated with personnel, 
machine transportation and related supplies far outweighs the extremely low voter turnout.  For all of 
the remaining village election this office does not conduct, villages are offered voter lists and provided 
information and support as needed.  
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Petitions and Caucus 

During the Petition and Caucus filing dates, we processed 74 Designating Petitions, 5 Independent 
Petitions, 1 Amended Petition  4 Caucus Certificates, and 1 Certificate of Nomination. We did not have 
any objections filed.   

Election Printing 

The Chenango County Board of Elections continues to contract with Phoenix Graphics Inc. of     
Rochester, New York to print election materials, including the ballots for the Dominion Image Cast 
Voting machine for the 2016 election year.  We remain very pleased with the product they produce, 
turn-around time, knowledge base, and unwavering support this company provides.  In addition, 
Phoenix Graphics also prints absentee envelopes and other associated paper documents needed for 
election use in our office. 

ELECTIONS 

Three elections were conducted in 2016.   

April 19th was the Presidential Primary.  Out of the 7,186 registered Democrats eligible to vote, 2,707 
(37.6%) voted.  Out of 12,243 registered Republicans eligible to vote, 5,316 (43.4%) voted.   June 28th 
was the Federal Primary.  Out of the 12,150 voters registered in various parties, 1,875 (15.4%) voted.  
November 8th was the General Election.  Out of the 28,437 voters registered in various parties, 20,319 
(71.4%) voted.   

Each of these elections must have the same level of preparation regardless of voter turnout.  This office 
is hopeful that the movement in Albany to combine 2 Primary Elections into one on Federal Election 
years becomes a reality.   The cost savings across the state would be monumental, with this county 
saving on average $35,000 with a combined Primary Election. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Mary Lou A. Monahan, Commissioner 

 

Carol A. Franklin, Commissioner 


